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I. INTRODUCTION

The CT phantom is designed to simulate human 
anatomy. X-rays are short wavelength electromagnetic 
waves. These waves pass through human anatomy and are 
attenuated by tissue,fat and bone. The differences in 
attenuation are used to distinguish between similar tissues 
of different densities. CT systems use multiple x-ray 
exposures and a computer reconstruction process to 
generate tomographic or slice images of the human 
body. The CT system calculates absorbed dose (mGy) for 
the patient. Absorbed dose is the concentration of energy 
from radiation that an object absorbs.

II. PROBLEM

The HALO CT phantom design addresses the problem of 
the inability of current CT phantoms to measure  
absorbed dose with a physical size that is light and easy to 
setup. This new phantom design will allow a continuous 
dose monitoring program to be implemented.

III. METHODS

The HALO phantom represents a 97 cm average 
male chest size. It evaluates x-ray exposure reference 
using a CT chest protocol. An exposure probe is 
inserted into the exposure chamber position of the phantom 
(Fig. 1). A routine adult chest protocol is selected 
and the entire thickness of the phantom is scanned 
at CT isocenter (center of CT gantry bore). The 
measured x-ray  dose (mGy) is recorded and compared to 
the OEM CTDI reference dose (mGy) that is indicated 
on the console display for the selected protocol.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 HALO CT phantom positioned in CT isocenter 

Fig. 2 CT dose monitoring baseline results 

    A CT Dose Monitoring Program was setup in 2023 at 
the University Health Network, Mount Sinai Hospital 
and Women's College Hospital. The purpose of the 
program is to provide dose measurements of CT systems 
after a repair or upgrade has been completed. This is 
necessary to confirm CT system stability.
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A baseline HALO CT phantom dose reference (mGy) is 
measured and recorded (Fig. 2). 
Follow up testing is completed after CT system repairs or 
upgrades. The HALO CT phantom dose reference is 
recorded along with the CT console dose reference (Fig. 
3).
HALO CT phantom dose results are compared to the 
previous baseline results to confirm system dose stability.
Dose variations of (±) 3mGy were noted with no issues of 
hardware stability after the repair was completed.

Fig.3 CT dose follow up testing results
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